Neptune’s Key
I place a key in your hand. And this key is on a chain, a very
heavy chain. I place it in your hand that if and when and where at some
time, at any time in the future, you find that you have stepped into an
old prison cell (such as Phylos did in his Atlantean embodiment) and
the door does shut and you have no way to get out, you will have this
key, beloved, that I am empowered to give you this night. It is not a
small key. You cannot lose it. It is heavy.
Once you take it and use it to unlock your own prison cell—the
prison cell of the mind and of the heart and of the solar plexus, the prison cell of many levels of being—then I say, when you are the truly liberated man, woman at all levels of being, take this key, go forth, unlock
doors. Unlock the doors of those who are imprisoned, who are imprisoned by fallen angels. Unlock the doors where elementals suffer and
cannot do their work, for they are imprisoned in the curses of the fallen
ones.
Take the key, beloved. The key embodies the Path, the teaching
and all that you know from ancient times as far back as Sirius. Some of
you go back a long, long way, beloved. Thus, you have the key. And the
key to the kingdom is love. The key to the kingdom is sacrifice. The key
to the kingdom is surrender to God, the fearlessness to turn over your
very own soul to Almighty God and trust him with it while you work out
that karma.
Use the key, beloved, for at subterranean levels and at the very
basements of the oceans and under the oceans and beneath the beds of
the oceans there is elemental life—there are undines and salamanders,
sylphs and gnomes. Yes, beloved hearts, the sons and daughters of God
hold that key, for I have given it to you this night. Yes, Neptune’s locker, you have heard of it. Yes, you have heard of it. It is the opening of
the depths. It is the opening of the place of retreats that are in the
etheric octave, yet congruent with the center of the earth and places between the center and the upper crust of the earth.
So know, beloved, that you have come to this earth on a mission.
Use the key. Unlock the prison house of souls by writing, by composing
music, by finding new ways to lead the soul to that interior point of the
mind where the seed of Buddha is sealed.1
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